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     Spiritual Web-3 (Lyrics) 

 

Hook: 

 

Universal peace up here in the air, Lighten Up, take a moment to care, Keep it U, 

Naturally there, L.O.V. aware (2 times) 

 

Verse: 

 

Maybe we could all work together already is yet 

You know how it goes new consciousness the flow 

Slowly cruising through the time unfolding present future grow 

Groovy travel Agent Double G you Family we know 

 

Usual makin' us cold,  Different how it goes 

Air space solving puzzles Team keep it low 

Every effort keep it you so don't go that road 

Naturally who you is respect another's flow 

 

I ain't playin', whistle while we work, glad to be free 

Fight back in the right way, gratitude humility 

Spiritual-Web-Three recognize the love from One Team 

Share the Air respect it every day it's really something 
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Wouldn't have survived without the Team call it Owlin 

Who rescued who almost thirty years and countin' 

Sages of the Ages root us on strong sounded 

Done again don't worry strong staying grounded 

 

Didn't catch what we say said it bothers them 

Work/Together understand truth Assembly Mother Hen 

Teach the People how to be all within Father Friend 

Simpl-ee is everything Global Brethren  

 

 

Brush of blue paint from our friends in the moment 

Love struggling Artist air support spokesperson flowin' 

Mother Hen collective altogether really they been knowin' 

All at once everywhere one love keep it goin' 

 

 

Hook: 

 

Universal peace up here in the air, Lighten Up, take a moment to care, Keep it U, 

Naturally there, L.O.V. aware (2 times) 
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Verse: 

 

All consuming channeling okay if that were here now 

Center of Attention careful we tried to warn the place Pal 

Safety first please listen don't be human waste it pains how 

Morning for the loss always a chance that we can save thou 

 

 

Seniors are people too slower tempo calm down 

Out of control this or that listen to the all now 

Spiritual Family always there to call Owls 

Peacin through within every time zone we all now 

 

 

Drama-Bringers make division bothers (we)"R-each-other" 

Not a joke people need their hope a Friendly to discover 

All within Sages of the Ages root us on another 

Day/A la vez patiently gratefully a Brother 

 

 

No need to drama-splain (it) festers disrespect 

Everybody different honor then reflect 

On simple peace not agitation when it wrecks 

Keep a boundary our mind is who we, are let's protect 
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Keep it real desensitized addiction messes physical 

Behavior takes its course flesh identity is difficult 

Slow it down respect a gratitude into a miracle 

Beyond looking outside the self for love to live is critical 

 

Haters unaware of us each other people too 

Like themselves, just trying to live help us keep it cool 

If they listening enough Assembly telling them the truth 

Let's protect and claim a new Heaven and Earth special you 

 

Hook: 

 

Universal peace up here in the air, Lighten Up, take a moment to care, Keep it U, 

Naturally there, L.O.V. aware (2 times) 

 

Outro: 

 

Peace to team "Special Heroes",  

We know who we are, a project is a heartbeat to live to, Be encouraged, peace to 

"Living Miracles", Owlin Spirit Testamonies, be safe, And peace to "Do what you 

do", Respect to "Oh my God that's entirely too loud", we thank you for your sense 

of kindness, Be safe...as God reconciles leaders who speak to fears of the people 

and push crisis, it's no excuse for bad leadership...We'll focus more on voices that 

speak to our hopes... Because those who do not care for the rights of others tend 

to not care for the rights of their own…So, let's bring our ideas together about 

Democracy and unity...and hopefully, "Let's go" and "Let's wise up" can work 

together on this next campaign...peace 
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